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Abstract
Identity management systems require consolidating the diversity of many user repositories, the creation of roles and their assignment to the identity management software. To decrease administration costs we propose linking the identity management system to business process models which contain the organizational responsibilities. Therefore, we introduce a modeling grammar to model web-services that access existing enterprise models. We illustrate the usefulness of our approach with a pilot study conducted at the University of Muenster (Germany).
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Introduction
At the University of Muenster, Germany, the introduction of an identity management system is planned. The identity management will consolidate the diversity of many user repositories, currently existing at the university. Therefore, the individual person data are enriched with role information that will be used for a role based access control (RBAC) approach (Ferraiolo and Kuhn 1992) afterwards. Thus, the identity management will support the automation of inter-department workflows, avoid concurrent administrative operations and allow a better management of processes that manage accesses to several target systems.

The software that will be used in the identity management project is the IBM Tivoli Identity Manager (ITIM or TIM) (Buecker et al. 2006). The RBAC approach is supported by the so-called provisioning, which controls the creation, modification and deletion of accounts on target systems in a role based way. To do this, the software uses so-called provisioning policies (Buecker and Perttila 2006). A provisioning policy specifies under which circumstances an identity is entitled to have an account on one or more target systems (based on the role of the identity) and how the attributes of these accounts have to be set (based on the attributes of the identity). So one provisioning policy contains one or more entitlements and is triggered by one or more roles.

Even with the most powerful identity management software, however, two questions remain. Firstly, How to determine a useful set of roles and assigned them correctly to the users? Secondly, how to implement the provisioning policies so, that each user gets the correct rights on each target system? The configuration of an identity management system is usually an enormous effort with high complexity, especially at a university, where the number of different roles a person can have is very high. It involves an analysis of the organization structure and a detailed process analysis.
To ease that analysis and to avoid a manual adaptation of changing role assignment, in the university project, a model driven approach will be used. Therefore, we suggest an automated binding of functionality to enterprise models. We propose a scenario, where identity management supporting software directly accesses the enterprise models to adopt its behavior according to the described processes, organizational responsibility or whatever is stored within the enterprise models.

To ensure real-time access to the enterprise models, the content of the models should be available electronically. Due to the raising usage of modeling tools, this is not a problem in modern enterprises. Thus, a connection between the business software and the modeling tool (or the modeling tool data) is required. For such a connection, the SOA paradigm (Erl 2005; Stojanovic and Dahanayake 2005) offers interesting methods of resolution. Due to their advantages and potentials in the present case, the focus lies on the W3C’s web-service standards.

In this paper, we present the grammar to model such web-services. Thereby we do not concentrate on a general modeling approach, but focus on the enrichment of existing enterprise models with web-service elements. To realize a solution for enterprise models in different modeling languages, our approach aims at the meta-model level. In addition to the modeling approach, we show its usability by demonstrating how the approach was used within the university project.

The paper is structured as follows. The next section introduces shortly the university research project. In section 3, we give a brief theoretical introduction into the specifics of enterprise models and enterprise architecture (EA). Section 4 introduces a framework showing how enterprise and web-service models can control university’s systems functionalities. In section 5, we introduce our web-service modeling approach embedded in the method engineering field. Section 6 exposes the concept of the implemented approach. The paper ends with a discussion, summarizing the proposed ideas and exposing open questions regarding the realization of the application integration.

**Project Description**

The introduction of the identity management is part of the project MIRO. MIRO was launched November 15, 2005. During a period of five years the complex structure of one of Germany’s largest universities is to be adequately provided with an innovative and powerful system for information management. In doing so, the requirements of the Bologna process (European project for creating academic degree standards) and of modern e-government must be taken into consideration. The same holds for the needs and wishes of about 40000 students, 5000 employees in 15 departments offering more than 130 study programs. MIRO strives to improve the information infrastructure in a systematic and continuous way to enhance the efficiency of key activities of the university (MIRO 2005).

The MIRO project consists of 10 work packages each of which is divided into several subtasks, 69 in total. Main tasks are the development of university’s organization and services to a service-oriented architecture, the implementation of a central identity management, university portal and the enhanced development of innovative information retrieval techniques to improve on the efficiency of research, teaching and study by providing a powerful infrastructure for information search and delivery.
The authors of this paper are concerned with the analysis of core business processes and the establishment of identity management methods. The goal of the process analysis is to make visible the different processing steps and information flows within the different administrational units of the university. These will be documented in such a way that an assignment of roles and permissions is possible, what is a central issue for the technical infrastructure components of the identity management. This identity management with roles and permissions as its main concepts of access control permits a much more flexible administration of resources. The system will reduce the effort for user administration and lead to shorter response times, e.g. if a user’s status changes or similar situations which require a lot of manual intervention in the old system. Furthermore the generated enterprise models help to deduce metadata and categories for the different types of university’s organizational information.

The results of the project will be communicated to other universities encouraging them to adopt all or some of the solutions and to adjust them according to their own needs. For some results, this might also apply to companies and public administrations.

**Background**

**Enterprise Modeling**

In the course of business process reengineering activities modeling approaches are an important technique for an effective intervention into the problem domain (Hammer and Champy 1994). Essential benefit is attained through reduction of complexity by abstraction which facilitates analysis of complex systems (Balzert 1994; Ferstl and Sinz 1994). Hence, within the scope of first stage problem analysis and documentation, visual models are established – so called enterprise models representing business requirements for the actual enterprise situation (Fettke and Loos 2003). The semantic mightiness of enterprise modeling language constructs has to cover non-formal aspects supporting a deep understanding of the business domain and of the potential of an information technology employment as well as formal aspects in order to support the system implementation (Frank 1999). Thus, we need semi-formal languages to model problems, which are not well-structured, highly subjective, individual and finally not objectively well formed (Harel and Rumpe 2000).

Most grammars, however, do not possess a sufficient number of language constructs to model all phenomena in a domain (Agarwal et al. 1999). Consequently, we might need a multitude of modeling languages to model the dynamic changing business domains (Wand and Weber 2002). Therefore project or business situation dependent developed modeling methods have to be constructed adequately maybe only for one single project or only a short period of time (Brinkkemper 1996). Much time and effort is spent on applying standard modeling methods effectively in such projects since they are often too general and include parts, which are not suitable for the requirements of a specific problem context (Brinkkemper et al. 1998). The outcome of this is the need to adapt these methods or to construct them completely from parts of existing method fragments (Brinkkemper 1996; Harmsen et al. 1994). Any model or combination of it can be used, their meta-level languages transformed into or compared with each other hence we distinguish between object and meta-level language (Frank 1999). Software that supports generic method engineering is subsumed under the concept of meta-CASE tools like MetaEdit+ (Kelly et al. 2005) or Cubetto toolset (Cubetto 2007). In the course of an increasing number of enterprise modeling grammars, meta-CASE tools are needed to support language independent modeling. They provide a meta-modeling language to extend or to simplify modeling languages as well as to create new ones.
Enterprise Architecture
Understanding enterprises as complex information systems, there are not only business aims and business processes but also software and data. For a successful development of an enterprise, it is necessary to integrate these different views. Enterprise architectures (EA) have been established to fulfill this task (see Figure 1).
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The definition of EA varies (Beznosov 2000) but is often understood as a framework that “…provides a way of viewing a system from many different perspectives and showing how they are all related.” (Sowa and Zachman 1992) Thereby, enterprise architecture should not been mixed up with software architectures, that are seen as the “…structure of the components of a program/system…” (Garlan and Perry 1995). Common understanding is that EA is the holistic view of horizontal and vertical integration of business processes, application architectures and the technological architectures. The horizontal architecture integration links different IT-applications, processes and data that exist separately side by side or creates new ones with the intention to optimize or develop new business processes stimulating synergy effects (Conrad et al. 2006). On the other hand vertical integration maps business processes, services and data to the IT-infrastructure using the vertical architecture layer. Essence is to merge the vertical layers to increase automation (Conrad et al. 2006).

Business process alignment (vertical integration) is currently reached with attached workflow management systems (WfMS) operating on workflow models standardized by the Workflow Management Coalition (WFMC 1994a; WFMC 1995b). These WfMS integrate applications via complex data interchanges or via orchestration languages like the Business Process Execution Language (WS-BPEL; Andrews et al. 2003). Prerequisites for WfMS-support is the ex ante modeling of all executable business processes by a central modeler (Krcmar et al. 1994). To raise flexibility of WfMS a multitude of business process variations ought to be modeled meaning a dropping number of executions per process definition, what is unprofitable using an extensive modeling technique (Kock et al. 1994). Functional adaptation is usually carried out by a complete new modeling and implementation.

SOA respectively Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) approaches (horizontal integration) have the idea to combine data- and methods of distinct software applications on the basis of a component based middleware, performing tasks like data transformation among heterogeneous formats as well as process control, security policy establishment and rollback functionality (Schmidtmann 2005). The separation between service interface and implementation is one of the fundamental characteristics of a SOA (Fremantle et al. 2002).
As a result, the business logic of an application system is separated from its implementation- and infrastructure details, too. Hence, the whole process within a web-service based architecture has to be modeled as a process model with involved flows, states and activities, implementing the coordinating business logic for a SOA (Schmidtmann 2005). Otherwise the coordinating logic ought to be implemented at any service consumer, what implies a complex and bad structured architecture. WS-BPEL for instance is a standardized XML based language to describe automated business processes, consisting of executable activities provided by various web service applications (Schönherr and Gallas 2003; Andrews et al. 2003). An executable WS-BPEL process definition represents a part of a combined business logic processed by communicating web-services (Aalst and Hee 2002). Each activity of a so described business process is associated to a corresponding WSDL-operation (Walsh 2002) in order of their chronological sequence. The execution of WS-BPEL processes is managed by an EAI-middleware (Schill 2000) that properly automates the flow of particular activities by providing connectivity to bounded applications.

While enterprise architectures can help understanding and managing the different layers, they generally do not solve problems arising when one view (or architectural layer) alters. In that case, the other views have to be adapted according to the dependencies existing between them. The proposed approach introduces a way for tied integration of enterprise models with the common EAI views: data, function, executable processes and protocols. That means, when an enterprise model (e.g. process model) changes, the views supporting that enterprise application have to be tailored. Our approach builds up on the paradigm of SOA but enlarges the domain to the integration with modeling CASE tools. The integration paradigm gains an additional aspect with the inclusion of enterprise model information.

Analogous to Arsanjani et al. the first step to integrate a software component into SOA or rather EAI architectures is functional decomposition (Arsanjani et al. 2003) meaning the extraction of functionality and data of a monolithic software system. The intention is to provide data and functionality to other components. This paper does not focus on legacy transformation in general but the introduced approach is related to the extraction of functionality and data of modeling CASE tools.

To sum up the recent section, modeling languages in the area of SOA derive from techniques out of the business process modeling scope. Besides the interface behavior the focus lies on composition of web-services as the main modeling aspect concerning in which manner web-services complements one another with the objective to model service-based business processes whereas major process parts are encapsulated as web-services communicating over organization boundaries. Integration between web-services and modeling languages arises from the objective to choose utilized web-services dependent from the actual business situation.

**Integration Framework**

The integration of modeling tools as web-services in a service-oriented architecture is spurred from the motivation to support real-time adjustment of application architecture to the business logic updated in enterprise models by domain experts. As shown in Figure 2 there exists two ways of integration between the application and the business architectural layer.

On the one hand, we can use formal WS-BPEL process definitions, and WfMS respectively to map business logic to an underlying web-service layer (invoked applications). This model organization results in a static separation between business logic from the underlying
application architecture. Potentially this leads to a problem, as the business architecture and its application architecture evolve independently of each other.

Thus, the approach in this paper focuses on the control of addressable application components that are dependent largely on a business context represented in enterprise models. The context of a process flow is understood as the information passed between business process activities in an enterprise model together with the information provided by the modeler of the business process (Leymann, Roller and Schmidt, 2002). We achieve this transparency through the extension of conceptual modeling languages, e.g. ARIS (Scheer 2001) with language constructs that aim at the description of model information as web-services.

In terms of model-driven architecture’s (MDA) levels of abstraction (MDA 2003) we can distinguish our approach from general workflow modeling approaches. Our integration framework is based upon computation independent models (CIM) representing domain specific information, independent of implementation technologies. By contrast, design languages (platform independent models, PIM) describe business logic combined with problem solutions in terms of software systems, thus these models are characterized by a significant higher degree of formalism. Accordingly these models induce platform specific models (PSM) that are the origin for executable IT artifacts. Recapitulating the three levels of abstraction in the MDA WS-BPEL process models serve as PSM representing executable web-service description and their specific compound behavior. Thus, an intersection between existing web-service composition languages and the present scope could not be found as XML tags are not sufficient for a semantic description in a computation independent modeling language.

Although different CIM are able to express requirements and behavioral models of target systems (Bézivin et al. 2004; Patrascoiu 2004; Thoene et al. 2002), no existing language supports integration and sharing of model information with IT applications through web-services of enterprise models. This is necessary, however, to implement the possible adaptation processes already before the analysis phase of the system engineering.
The property of web-services to be easily specifiable with formal design languages, leads to an evaluation of mapping possibilities from formal concepts of web-service design to the meta-level of conceptual modeling. In consideration of the outlined deficits we propose a semantically enriched meta-model for conceptual modeling. The generic of these web-services enables a flexible integration between infrastructure and enterprise models. This requires additionally to the description of system requirements during the modeling of business applications, a model of web-services, describing the services, which are used by the applications.

To summarize, the enterprise model orientation of our integration approach is the main difference to previous workflow modeling languages within the software engineering discipline (Busi et al. 2005). In contrast to the composition of web-services to executable business processes, our approach aims at a business model-driven control of a dynamic SOA infrastructure.

Modeling Approach
For language independent modeling of web-services, we extend an existing method of the method-engineering discipline. Thereby, web-service related constructs will be integrated into a meta-modeling language. We introduce the E³+WS method that on the one hand allows us to describe a web-service, based on meta-model information and on the other hand a model-driven realization of web-service functionality. The method engineering is based upon the existing E³-Model (E³; Greiffenberg 2004) classified as meta-meta-model on M3-Level of the Meta-Object-Facility Architecture (OMG 2002).

Abstracting from a determined notation, first step is the development of a language-based meta-model containing, in our case, all constructs to model a meta-model, a web-service interface and its implementation. In dividing the meta-model of E³+WS in separate views, we can simplify the process of construction. First, we turn our attention to the construction of the meta-model that we want to extend. We assume that all contained constructs and relationships between them are described over the E³-Model language conventions outlined in (Greiffenberg 2004) within an eE⁢³-View (extended E³-View). Afterwards, we generate web-service descriptions within a separate web-service view. Thus, we generate separately a modeling language that on the one hand is able to express WSDL according to the W3C standard and on the other hand can be understood and adopted by target group users of the E³+WS method (see again Figure 2).

Centric element of our modeling approach is the web-service. Within a web-service-view, a web-service is constructed in two ways. The abstract definition takes place by adding its functionality and a unique name. Functionality is mapped through the aggregation of service-functions to web-services while the designator acts on the one hand as an ordinary identifier but also possesses a descriptive character by declaring the semantic of the web-service. A web-service element can be composed out of one or more service-functions by aggregation edges. Thus, web-services correspond to a number of similar service-functions. Furthermore, a service-function consists of an appropriate parameter assignment. Therefore, we define special message objects that act as containers for input respectively output parameter objects. Messages are connected with service-functions over so called messageEdge_in or messageEdge_out constructs depending on the role of the message regarding their related service-functions. Thereby a service-function can be connected to maximum one messageEdge_in and always exactly one messageEdge_out (see Figure 3). Hence, it is
assumed that the possible service-functions communicate either with a request-response or with a notification pattern (Walsh 2002).

To define a single message parameter, we introduce the construct parameter object dividable into simple or complex objects. Simple parameter objects are assigned to simple data types. These types comprises on the one hand predefined XML schema data types and on the other hand own data types declared within the WSDL types tag. With self declared data types we are able to define for example appropriate report formats as potential result layouts for a model migration operation. A complex parameter object corresponds to design activities of a method engineer. Therefore, an E³-data type is introduced to establish ties between complex parameter objects and meta-model patterns. In the first move, we only tie E³ object types down to complex parameter objects. Message element and parameter object are analogical to service-function and web-service element connected over an aggregation edge. For more detailed information of the E³+WS modeling notation we reference the work of Weller et al. (Weller et al. 2006).

The main requirement for this framework represents the avoidance of any restriction to the ordinary modeling task on object level. Both domain (clients) and modeling experts (model creator) should not notice that their input into an enterprise model is made visible. Usually the construction of enterprise models requires “a specific competence that is neither covered by software engineering nor by organization science” (Frank 1999) so implementation related information have to be kept away. Additionally the integration of implementation aspects after the analysis phase of the system engineering would not facilitate the adaptation process of enterprise systems functionality.

Implementing the Approach
Within in the MIRO project, extensive process analysis activities were performed with the intention of complete transparency of university process organization (MIRO 2005). At the University of Muenster over 160 processes (e.g. “create invoice”, “create invoice reminder”, “cash payment”) were recorded using a modified ARIS modeling language (Scheer 2001). An electronic catalog of services has been created containing all recorded processes. For reasons of data retrieval, the processes are classified within the catalog according to departments (e.g. “human resources”) and/or to specific events (e.g. “elections”).

To show that the presented theoretical approach is applicable to practice, we prototypically implemented the integration approach within the project MIRO using some of the recorded processes. Therefore, we extended the modeling language ARIS using $E^3+WS$ to formulate role information appended to processes in EPC diagrams. Thereby, the ability to fulfill a process task (access right) is described by the associated role information. Figure 4 illustrates a change in role assignment at process “examination as to formal requirements”. The scenario is part of the EPC model of “approval for assignment to university course program”. The model change is probably initiated by a model creator as agreed with a domain expert. In our case the role as “head of dep.” at organizational unit 2.1 is for some reason not necessary anymore to process this activity with the HIS-QUIS system (HIS 2006). Hence, the role is changed to “member of dep.” as for example the head of dep. is requesting this task now from his secretary.

So now, consider that the EPC model contains role information for each process: For each process one or more roles are given that determine which role a person must have to use the (web) service for this process. This can be used to provide the identity management system with the needed information. For each process of the model, one can add a provisioning policy to the ITIM. This provisioning policy is used to provision the rights management of the application which holds the (web) service for this process. The ITIM communicates to the modeling tool via a web-service of the modeling tool to get the needed parameters (in this case the role information) of the process that corresponds to the provisioning tool. If some role for this process changes (as illustrated in Figure 4), the modeling tool informs the ITIM...
with the process ID for which this change happened. In the told way the ITIM then gets the new parameters (roles) for this provisioning policy. The modification of the provisioning policy then triggers the modification of all accounts in question. Figure 5 summarizes this process.

Until now, a first implementation of the approach is available for the meta-CASE tool Cubetto toolset (Juhrisch 2006). With the typecast of the extended ARIS meta-model, we enable on the one hand standard enterprise modeling based on the ARIS notation. Otherwise the described web-services in E3+WS are automatically instantiated and enable the communication between Cubetto and TIM through automatically generated WSDL files. The implementation of a model-server for the automatic creation of associated web-services is in progress since the implementation of generic service-functions requires a complex model-driven technique to combine the referenced programming interface.

Figure 5. Web-service based integration of enterprise model and Identity Management system

Conclusions and Further Research
Within the MIRO project, over 160 university processes were recorded. With the approach presented in this paper, we are now able to create web-service descriptions that enable access to the information of the documented processes. Thus, we have created the foundation for a flexible architecture to control and manage rights in the identity management system through existing enterprise models.

The reuse of enterprise models by using them to manage application architectures comes up to a major challenge to increasing the use of enterprise analysis methods in businesses and organizations (Tissot and Crump 2006). Bringing model information out of the modeling tool Cubetto toolset to parameterize adaptive software application in an EAI environment helps to extend enterprise model utilization over its original domain of documentation to integration purposes with other software systems (Weller et al. 2006).

Our future work will focus the further technical implementation of necessary software parts of the framework. Until now, we realized the automated generation of WSDL files, but the web-services itself have to be created automatically as well. Thus, we will extend the model server administrating the (EPC) process models to create the WSDL files and the web-services implementation automatically. This will dramatically reduce the implementation effort of the necessary web-services.
Based on the technical implementation of necessary software parts, we will expand our pilot implementation to a detailed case study. Therewith, we can empirically evaluate the presented approach.

Additionally, we will discuss what kind of information should be added to the process models and what data should remain in the identity management system. This will also include a discussion about further scenarios of our approach that lay outside the identity management project.
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